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Schedule

Monday Feb 16 Tuesday Feb 17 Wednesday Feb 18

9:00 Opening Prayer

Listening Exercise:
kh and kh'

Progressives Listening Exercise:
x' and xh' (cant)

Discussion of Language
Structure

10:45 Listening Exercise:
t' and s'

Listening Exercise:
ts' and s'

Listening Exercise:
tl and tr

noon lunch lunch lunch

1:00 Listening Exercise:
oh and ch'

Teslin Christmas Concert

Listening Exercise:
dz and ts

Listening Exercise:
k' and kh'

2:45 Listening Exercise:
t' and tr

Listening Exercise:
x' and xh'

Wrap-up and Gift-giving
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Tlingit Vowel Chart

T - Teslin, C - Carcross, A - Atlin

The basic Tlingit vowels are a, e, i and u. An o occurs sometimes in borrowed words and interjections.
The vowels can be long or short and can have either high or low tone.

short low short high long low long high

(no mark)
r A yx

ch'a a a, ^ a

just that, there yes sitting, lake

de te de de
already

1

rock

\\

trail, road

di

enough

1

your don't tea yuck!

tsu

again
tsu

also, too

gishu (T, A)
geshCi (C)

pig

nashu
extends

hd ho
thank you

aho
1don't want to

(coast: 1understand)



Aspirated
followed by a

puff of air

Glottalized
released with a

popping sound

Plain

Glottalized
with vocal

chords closed

Nasal
vibration in

nasal cavity

Nonnasal

Labial |[
lips

ma-sa?
how?

(Note 2)

wakh
eye

da
weasel

ta

sleep

t'a
king salmon

na

here; take it

Tlingit Consonant Chart

Alveolar
tongue tip behind teeth

diet
snow

tia
mother

tl'atk
earth, ground

dzet
ladder,

bridge, stairs

tsats
bear root,
hedysarum

ts'ats'T
bird

Velar ;
middle of tongue against roof

of mouth

Stops (stop off the breath)

jaji
snowshoes

Chan
mother-in-law

ch'ak'
eagle

gan
firewood

kani
brother/sister

-in-law

k'mk'
fermented

fish heads

rounded

gwet
bag

kwey
mark,

landmark

k'waf
egg (hot fish

Uvular
bacl< of tongue touches uvula

at bacl< of throat

gha
(raven call)

kha
man

kh'atel
pitcher

rounded

laghwan
tie it into a

bow

khwan
people from

kh'wati
pot

Fricatives (breath flows through narrow opening creating friction)
tut

fireweed

t'ak
dress

daleyf
trout

sa

name

s'ikh
smoke,
cigarette

sha
mountain

xixch'
frog

X'EX'
apple

xwe

whew!

X wan

long Johns

SonorantS (softer, you can sing them continuously)

ya
this

xhat
me, I

xh'e
mouth

xhwagLit
I went

xh'war
down

•Note 1: rounded w and hw do not occur in the Teslin dialect *Note 2: m does not occur in the Carcross dialect

Glottal
vocal chords

nay.a
(you folks)

go!

has
they, them

rounded
(rare; Note 2)

ana.wech
(usually)
wears it

ya-nahwen
is swimming



Tlingit Language

kh and kh'

February 2009

Examples of kh

1. khas'

2. wakh

3. khakw

Examples of kh'

1. kh'atr

2. kh'atet

3. kh'an§xhdn

Teslin Dialect

match

eyes

basket

flat, thin

pitcher

fence

I'Cmgit Literacy Session - TeSruary 2009 - YI^LC
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TLiNGiT Language Teslin Dialect

kh and kh'

Write kh and kh' as you hear them.

1. Khas' yan akamsitan.
He laid a match down.

2. Kh'atet agamdi.u.
She bought herself a pitcher.

3. S'agwat yaxh yati du wakh.
Her eyes are brown.

4. Hand^ we s'lx' kh'atl'.

Hand me the plate.

5. Khakw amtiyexh.
She made a basket.

6. We shawat at shukh.
The woman is laughing.

7. We kh'anaxhan awanigwat'.
He painted the fence.

8. Ghakh tien amsitin.
He saw a big lynx.

9. Kh'ekaxwen wexh ya daxh kana.en.
Flowers are growing there.

10. Lita kh'atr wedu.
There is a table knife.

%
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Tlingit Language Teslin Dialect

kh and kh'

Write kh and kh' as you hear them.
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Tlingit Language

k' and kh'

February 2009

Examples of k'

1. k'as'

2. k'unts'

3. k'uxh'

Examples of kh'

1. kh'ekaxwen

2. kh'^r

2. kh'atel

Teslin Dialect

gap where a tooth
is missing

potato

gum, pitch

flower

flat, thin

pitcher

'ffingit Literacy Session - (February 2009 - YOiLC Tage 11



Tlingit Language Teslin Dialect

k' and kh'

Write k' and kh' as you hear them.

1. K'as' awe wet.
That is where a tooth is missing.

2. Lita kh'ati at tin.

The table knife is lying there.

3. Kh'ekaxwen awak'uts'.
She picked a flower.

4. K'unts' da akayexh.
He is peeling potatoes.

5. Kh'anaxhan amtiyexh.
She built a fence.

6. Daxhnaxh k'isani wet nakh.
Two young boys are standing there.

7. Du kh'aluy] uwas'uk.
The area under his nose is dry.

8. Hit k'iyi at a we ketl.
The dog is sitting behind the house.

9. Hin akawu we kh'atet.
There is water in the pitcher.

10. K'uxh' agamdi.u.
He bought himself gum.

T'Cmgit Literacy Session - (February 2009 - YI^LC
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Tlingit Language

tiaxrnj'
t

k' and kh'

Write k' and kh' as you hear them.
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Tlingit Language

ch and ch'

February 2009

Examples of ch

1. chati

2. ghuch

3. chukwan

Examples of ch'

1. ch'ak'

2. ch'at

3. ch'Tn

Teslin Dialect

halibut

wolf

grass

bald eagle

willows

ribbon

'fiiuQiX Literacy Session - (February 2009 - Y14lC
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Tlingit Language Teslin Dialect

ch and ch'

Write ch and ch' as you hear them.

1. ChatI amdzit'exh.
He hooked a halibut.

2. Xhalak'ach' as kaxh ke nagut.
The porcupine is climbing the tree.

3. Ghuch wet han.
The wolf is standing there.

4. Ch'al' ya kanas.en.
Willows are growing.

5. Ch'ak' ya ndakhin.
The bald eagle is flying.

6. Chukwan wexh ya kanas.en.
The grass is growing along there.

7. Diet ch'in ye aya.u.
She is wearing a white ribbon.

8. Chunet xhatm.
I see an arrow.

9. Chas' ya naltsis.
The humpback salmon is swimming along

10. Xixch het a.
The frog is sitting here.

T'Cmgit Literacy Session - TeSruary 2009 - YQ^LC Tage 15
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Tlingit Language Teslin Dialect

ch and ch'

Write ch and ch' as you hear them.
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Tlingit Language

tl and tl'

February 2009

Examples of tl

1. tiak'w

2. tiakhwyadi

3. tielu

Examples of tl'

1. tl'ikh

2. akwdlixhitr

Teslin Dialect

maternal aunt

raspberry

butterfly

finger

s/he Is scared

3. tl'atgikatleghu strawberry

T'fmgit Literacy Session - TeSruary 2009 - YQ^LC
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Tlingit Language Teslin Dialect

tl and tr

Write tl and tl' as you hear them.

1. Du trikh wudix'is.
His finger is swollen.

2. Ye kwsigenk'i tietu ayatm.
He sees a small butterfly.

3. Akwdlixhitr we shatk'.
The young girl is scared.

4. TIakw awe ande nakhuxhch.
He drives to town all the time.

5. Tl'atgikatleghu a.m.
She is picking strawberries.

6. Tlex' yagi ka sTm dak wusitan.
It rained on Monday.

7. Sh wudlik'ati' we kha.
The man is quiet. (The man is not talking.)

8. Du tiak'w xh'es at sa.T.
He is cooking for his maternal aunt.

9. Tl'ikhkakis kadan du jit kamduwati.
Someone gave her a nice ring.

10. TIakhwyadi axha.
She is eating raspberries.

'fCmgit Literacy Session - TeSruary 2009 - Y'hfLC Tage 18
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Write tl and tl' as you hear them.
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Tlingit Language Teslin Dialect

tr and I'

February 2009

Examples of tr

1. tl'ikhna.at thimble

2. tl'atgikatleghu strawberry

3. tl'uk'xh

Examples of f

1. nt

2. I'ew

3. I'ak

robin

tail

sand

dress

T'Cmgit Literacy Session - TeSruary 2009 - YI^LC
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Tlingit Language Teslin Dialect

tl' and t'

Write tl' and I' as you hear them.

1. Tl'uk'xh ke akawaha we jakhkw.
The robin dug up a worm.

2. Khuk tu.et amsi.u.

He bought a box of salt.

3. Tl'ikhna.at tin dakhes'.

She is sewing using a thimble.

4. We kha kha shawat has at'exh.

The man and woman are dancing.

5. T'axh'w du tl'ikh ka kawa.a.
A wart grew on her finger.

6. S'udln nt ye kwtisa.
A shrew's tail is thin (skinny).

7. Akwdlixhitr we shatk'.

The young girl is scared.

8. L'ex x'isha awe.
That is an aluminum bucket

9. Shuga axhude ye amsinl we tl'atgikatleghu.
She put sugar on the strawberries.

10. L'ew ka ke mduwayish we yakw.
They pulled the boat up on the sand.

T'Cmgit Literacy Session - "February 2009 - YQ^LC Tage 21
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Tlingit Language

r and s'

February 2009

Examples of t'

1. t'Tx'wan

2. t'uk

3. fat

Examples of s'

1. s'ikh

2. s'igedi

3. s'^h

Teslin Dialect

socks

coho salmon

jackpine

smoke

beaver

groundhog

I'Cmgit Literacy Session - TeSruary 2009 - YI^LC Tage 23



TLiNGiT Language Teslin Dialect

r and s'

Write I' and s' as you hear them.

1. Yis I'ak du jiwu.
She has a new dress.

2. S'axh kaxh at'un.

He is hunting for groundhog.

3. L'Tx'wan xh'ust amdiyikh.
She put on socks.

4. L'at xhuxh ya nagut.
He is walking among the jack pine trees.

5. Turn s'ina at akamtigan.
She lit a candle.

6. S'isa hit wet da.a.
The tent is there, (situated, standing).

7. L'uk ke uwax'ak.

The coho salmon have arrived here.

8. S'igedi xhude wugCit.
He went beaver hunting / trapping.

9. L'ew hin yikde duwatin.
You can see sand (bar) in the river.

10. S'ikh xhatrn.
I see smoke.

Literacy Session - TeSruary 2009 - YQ/LC Tage 24
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Tlingit Language

s' and ts'

February 2009

Examples of s'

1. s'axw

2. s'axh'

3. s'lsa

Examples of ts'

1. ts'ats'i

2. ts'utat

3. ts'agwel

Teslin Dialect

hat, cap

ling cod

canvas

small birds, song birds

morning

crow

'fCmgit Literacy Session - TeSruary 2009 - YI^LC 'Page 26



TLiNGiT Language Teslin Dialect

s' and ts'

Write s' and ts' as you hear them.

1. S'isa hit awakha axh sani.
My paternal uncle sewed a tent.

2. Wuduwanuk ya ts'Citat.
It's windy this morning.

3. S'ln ke akawaha.
She dug up / harvested carrots.

4. Lits'a yis kawa.ayi dukh kayani.
Fresh grown poplar leaves smell good.

5. S'axh' amdzighew.
He netted a ling cod.

6. Sha kade wugut ts'Tkaxhk'w kaxh.
She went up on the mountain for blueberries.

7. S'lkh xhat tayi ye amsini .
She made smoke under the fish.

8. Yidat takw.iti ts'agwet yax' wutusitin.
l/l/ie saw a crow here this summer.

9. Yis s'axw shat adatm.
He has a new cap on his head.

10. Has du It yan uwaha we ts'ats'i.
Those birds are hungry.

j'CmgvtLiteracy Session - TeSruary 2009 - Y'ifLC Tage 27
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Tlingit Language Teslin Dialect

s' and ts'

Write s' and ts' as you hear them.
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Tlingit Language

ts and dz

February 2009

Examples of ts

1. tsa

2. tsTk

3. tsm

Examples of dz

1. dzet

2. dzanti

3. dzas

Teslin Dialect

seal

roasting stick

musl<rat

ladder

flounder

babiclie lacing

T'Cmgit Literacy Session - (February 2009 - YI^LC
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TLiNGiT Language Teslin Dialect

ts and z l^quc^e
Write ts and dz as you hear them.

1. Yak'e ixhwsatini tsu.
It's good to see you again.

2. Dziyak awe axh ji|t xh'amditan.
She telephoned me earlier.

3. Kayash yat ayamsitan we dzet.
He put the ladder up against the cache.

4. Tsagha yfs as yadi as'uw.
He is chopping a sapling for a pole (to push a boat).

5. Dzanti kaxh akhghwast'exh.
He will fish for flounder by hook.

6. Tsa amsitin yidat takw.iti.
She saw a fur seal this summer.

7. Dzas awaxash.

She cut the babiche lacing.

8. Te kat a we tsm.
The muskrat is sitting on a rock.

9. Dzixhawu at awe naghas'e.
The fox is a fur-bearing animal.

10. Tsik yis ch'at' akhghwat'Tx'.
She will break a willow for a roasting stick.
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Write ts and dz as you hear them.
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Tlingit Language

x' and xh'

February 2009

Examples of x'

1. x'us'

2. x'a

3. x'uw

Examples of xh'

1. xh'ahSt

2. xh'wanet

3. xh'an

Teslin Dialect

club

point of land

blanket

door

rosehip

fire

i'fmgit Literacy Session - TeSruary 200g - YQ^LC Tage 32



TLiNGiT Language Teslin Dialect

x' and xh'

Write x' and xh' as you hear them.

1. Hede shutan we xh'ahat.
The door is open.

2. Yut x'a niyade ya nakhuxh we yakw.
The boat is travelling toward that point of land.

3. Xhat yis x'us' awe.
That club is for fish.

4. Xh'anguk titi yan awakha.
She finished sewing the slippers.

5. X'isha ya anat.at we kha.
The man is carrying buckets.

6. Xh'wanel akhghwa.in.
She will pick rosehips.

7. X'uw akamlik'wat' we kha.
The man folded the blanket.

8. Yamtis'ikh we xh'an.
The fire is smoking.

9. Akhghwatiw we x'ux'.
She will read the book.

10. Xh'es'awa wet a.
The ptarmigan is sitting there.

T'Cmgit Literacy Session - TeSruary 2009 - Y'UlC 'Page 33
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Tlingit Language

kh and kh'

February 2009

Examples of kh

1. khas'

2. wakh

3. khakw

Examples of kh'

1. kh'atr

2. kh'atef

3. kh'anaxhan

Carcross Dialect

match

eyes

basket

flat, thin

pitcher

fence

T'Cvngit Literacy Session - (February 2009 - YI^LC
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Tlingit Language Carcross Dialect

kh and kh'

Write kh and kh' as you hear them.

1. Khas' yen akawsiten.
He laid a match down.

2. Kh'atet agawdi.u.
She bought herself a pitcher.

3. S'agwat yexh yeti du wakh.
Her eyes are brown.

4. Hande we s'lx' kh'atr.

Hand me the plate.

5. Khakw awliyexh.
She made a basket.

6. We shawat et shukh.
The woman is laughing.

7. We kh'anaxhan awamgwat'.
He painted the fence.

8. Ghakh tien awsitin.
He saw a big lynx.

9. Kh'ekaxwen wexh ya daxh kana.en.
Flowers are growing there.

10. Uta kh'atr wedu.
There is a table knife.

T'Cmgit Literacy Session - TeSruary 2009 - YQ^LC (Page 36
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kh and kh'

Write kh and kh' as you hear them.
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Tlingit Language

k' and kh'

February 2009

Examples of k'

1. k'as'

2. k'unts'

3. k'uxh'

Examples of kh'

1. kh'ekaxwen

2. kh'atr

2. kh'atel

Carcross Dialect

gap where a tooth
is missing

potato

gum, pitch

flower

flat, thin

pitcher
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TLiNGiT Language Carcross Dialect

k' and kh'

Write k' and kh' as you hear them.

1. K'as' awe wet.

That is where a tooth is missing.

2. Lita kh'ati et tin.

The table knife is lying there.

3. Kh'ekaxwen awak'uts'.
She picked a flower.

4. K'unts' da adakayexh.
He is peeling potatoes.

5. Kh'anaxhan awtiyexh.
She built a fence.

6. Daxhnaxh k'isani wet nakh.
Two young boys are standing there.

7. Du kh'atuyi uwas'uk.
The area under his nose is dry.

8. Hit k'iyi et a we ketl.
The dog is sitting behind the house.

9. Hm akawu we kh'atet.
There is water in the pitcher.

10. K'uxh' agawdi.u.
He bought himself gum.
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k' and kh'

Write k' and kh' as you hear them.
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Tlingit Language

ch and ch'

February 2009

Examples of ch

1. chati

2. ghuch

3. chuken

Examples of ch'

1. ch'ak

2. ch'at'

3. ch'm

Carcross Dialect

halibut

wolf

grass

bald eagle

willows

ribbon

'ffmgit Literacy Session - (February 200g - Y'lfLC
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TLiNGiT Language Carcross Dialect

ch and ch'

Write ch and ch' as you hear them.

1. ChatI awdzit'exh.
He hooked a halibut

2. Xhalak'ech' as kaxh ke nagut.
The porcupine is climbing the tree.

3. Ghuch wet hen.

The wolf is standing there.

4. Ch'al' ya kanas.en.
Willows are growing.

5. Ch'ak' ya ndakhm.
The bald eagle is flying.

6. Chuken wexh ya kanas.en.
The grass is growing along there.

7. Diet ch'Tn ye aya.u.
She is wearing a white ribbon.

8. Chunet xhatm.
I see an arrow.

9. Chas' ya naltsis.
The humpback salmon is swimming along

10. Xixch het a.

The frog is sitting here.
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Write ch and ch' as you hear them.
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Tlingit Language

tl and tr

February 2009

Examples of tl

1. tiak'w

2. tiakhwedi

3. tietu

Examples of tr

1. tl'ekh

2. akwdlixhetl'

Carcross Dialect

maternal aunt

raspberry

butterfly

finger

s/he is scared

3. tl'etgikatleghu strawberry
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TLiNGiT Language Carcross Dialect

tl and tr

Write tl and tl' as you hear them.

1. Du tl'ekh wudix'is.
H/s finger is swollen.

2. Ye kwsigenk'i tiefu ayatm.
He sees a small butterfly.

3. Akwdlixhetr we shatk'.
The young girl is scared.

4. TIakw awe ande nakhuxhch.

He drives to town all the time.

5. Tl'etgikatleghu a.in. ^
She is picking strawberries.

6. Tlex' yagi ka suw dak wusiten.
It rained on Monday.

7. Sh wudlik'atr we kha.
The man is quiet. (The man is not talking.)

8. Du tiak'w xh'es et sa.i.
He is cooking for his maternal aunt.

9. TI'akhkakTs kadan du jit kawduwati.
Someone gave her a nice ring.

10. TIakhwedi axha.

She is eating raspberries.
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Tlingit Language Carcross Dialect

tl' and I'

February 2009

Examples of tl'

1. tl'ekhna.et thimble

2. tl'stgikatleghu strawberry

3. tl'uk'xh

Examples of 1'

1. fit

2. few

3. fak

robin

tail

sand

dress
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TLiNGiT Language Carcross Dialect

tl' and I'

Write tl' and I' as you hear them.

1. Tl'uk'xh ke akawaha we jukhk.
The robin dug up a worm.

2. Khuk tu.ef awsi.u.

He bought a box of salt.

3. Tl'ekhna.et tin dakhes'.
She is sewing using a thimble.

4. We kha kha shawat hes at'exh.
The man and woman are dancing.

5. T'axh'w du tl'ekh ka kawa.a.
A wart grew on her finger.

6. S'udln nt ye kwtisa.
A shrew's tail is thin (skinny).

7. Akwdlixhetl' we shatk'.
The young girl is scared.

8. L'ex x'isha awe.
That is an aluminum bucket.

9. Shuga axhude ye awsinl we tl'etgikatleghu.
She put sugar on the strawberries.

10. L'ew ka ke wduwayish we yakw.
They pulled the boat up on the sand.
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Tlingit Language

r and s'

February 2009

Examples of V

1. f'lx'wan

2. I'uk

3. \'e\

Examples of s'

1. s'ekh

2. s'igedi

3. s'axh

Carcross Dialect

socks

coho salmon

jackpine

smoke

beaver

groundhog
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Tlingit Language Carcross Dialect

I' and s'

Write t' and s' as you hear them.

1. Yis t'ak du jihu.
She has a new dress.

2. S'axh kaxh at'un.
He is hunting for groundhog.

3. L'Tx'wan xh'ust awdiyekh.
She put on socks.

4. L'et xhuxh ya nagut.
He is walking among the jack pine trees.

5. Tuw s'ina et akawtigen.
She lit a candle.

6. S'isa hit wet da.a
The tent is there, (situated, standing).

7. L'uk ke uwax'ak.

The coho salmon have arrived here.

8. S'igedi xhude wugut.
He went beaver hunting / trapping.

9. L'ew hin yikde duwatm.
You can see sand (bar) in the river.

10. S'ekh xhatin.
I see smoke.
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V and s'

Write t' and s' as you hear them.
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Tlingit Language

s' and ts'

February 2009

Examples of s'

1. s'axw

2. s'axh'

3. s'fsa

Examples of ts'

1. ts'atsf

2. ts'Citat

3. ts'agwel

Carcross Dialect

hat, cap

ling cod

canvas

small birds, song birds

morning

crow
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TLiNGiT Language Carcross Dialect

s' and ts'

Write s' and ts' as you hear them.

1. S'isa hit awakha axh seni.
My paternal uncle sewed a tent.

2. Wuduwanuk ya ts'Citat.
It's windy this morning.

3. S'm ke akawaha.
She dug up/harvested carrots.

4. Lits'a yis kawa.ayi dukh kayani.
Fresh grown poplar leaves smell good.

5. S'axh' awdzighew.
He netted a ling cod.

6. Sha kade wugut ts'ikaxhk'w kaxh.
She went up on the mountain for blueberries.

7. S'ikh xhat tayi ye awsinl.
She made smoke under the fish.

8. Yidat takw.iti ts'agwef yax' wutusitin.
\Ne saw a crow here this summer.

9. YTs s'axw shat adatin.
He has a new cap on his head.

10. Has du It yan uwaha we ts'ats'i.
Those birds are hungry.

Bnquaae
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Tlingit Language

ts and dz

February 2009

Examples of ts

1. tsa

2. tsTk

3. tsm

Examples of dz

1. dzet

2. dzanti

3. dzas

Carcross Dialect

seal

roasting stick

musl<rat

ladder

flounder

babiche lacing
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TLiNGiT Language Carcross Dialect

ts and dz

Write ts and dz as you hear them.

1. Yak'e ixhwsatini tsu.
It's good to see you again.

2. Dziyak awe axh ji|t xh'awditen.
She telephoned me earlier.

3. Kayash yet ayawsiten we dzet.
He put the ladder up against the cache.

4. Tsagha yis as yedi as'uw.
He is chopping a sapling for a pole (to push a boat).

5. Dzanti kaxh aghwast'exh.
He will fish for flounder by hook.

6. Tsa awsitin yidet takw.iti.
She saw a fur seal this summer.

7. Dzas awaxash.

She cut the babiche lacing.

8. Te ket a we tsm.
The muskrat is sitting on a rock.

9. Dzixhawu at awe naghas'e.
The fox is a fur-bearing animal.

10. Tsik yfs ch'at' aghwat'ix'.
She will break a willow for a roasting stick.
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Tlingit Language

x' and xh'

February 2009

Examples of x'

1. x'us'

2. x'a

3. x'uw

Examples of xh'

1. xh'ahat

2. xh'unef

3. xh'an

Carcross Dialect

club

point of land

blanket

door

rosehip

fire
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TLiNGiT Language Carcross Dialect

iSrMix' and xh'

Write x' and xh' as you hear them.

1. Hede shuten we xh'ahat.
The door is open.

2. Yut x'a niyade ya nakhuxh we yakw.
The boat is travelling toward that point of land.

3. Xhat yis x'us' awe.
That club is for fish.

4. Xh'anguk titi yan awakha.
She finished sewing the slippers.

5. X'lsha ya anat.at we kha.
The man is carrying buckets.

6. Xh'unel' aghwa.m.
She willpick rosehips.

7. X'uw akawtik'wat' we kha.
The man folded the blanket.

8. Yawlis'ikh we xh'an.
The fire is smoking.

9. Aghwatuw we x'ux'.
She will read the book.

10. Xh'es'awa wet a.
The ptarmigan is sitting there.
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Listening Exercises - Interlinear notes

Sentences - kh and kh'

1. He laid a match down.

Khas' yan akamsitan.
match to rest s/he put it (short, stick-likeobject)

2. She bought herself a pitcher.
Kh'atet agamdi.u.
from awa.u s/he bought it

ga- D- "for self"
m- "imperfective"

3. Her eyes are brown.
S'agwat yaxh yati du wakh.
brown like it is, they are his/her eyes

kayati, kasitl for one eye only
yaxh, yexh like

4. Hand me the plate.
Hande we s'lx' kh'ati'.
hither the, that dish flat, thin

5. She made a basket.

Khakw amtiyexh.
basket s/he made it
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6. The woman is laughing.
We shawat at shukh.
the woman (something) s/he is laughing

7. He painted the fence.
We kh'anaxhan awamgwat'.
the fence s/he painted it

nigwat paint

8. He saw a big lynx.
Ghakh tien amsitin.
lynx big s/he saw

9. Flowers are growing there.
Kh'ekaxwen wexh ya daxh
flowers over there (progressive) (plural)

10. There is a table knife.

Lita kh'atr wedu.
knife thin there is

'ffmgit Literacy Session - TeSruary 200g - YlfLC

kana.en.
it is growing,
they are growing
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Sentences- k' and kh'

1. That is where a tooth is missing.
K'as' awe wet.
gap of missing tooth that is there

2. The table knife is lying there.
Lita kh'ati a|t tin.
knife thin there located (object) it is lying

3. She picked a flower.
Kh'ekaxwen awak'uts'.
flower s/he picked (pulled it out)

4. He is peeling potatoes.
K'Lints' da akayexh.
K'unts' da adakayexh.
potato around s/he is whittling

(s/he is peeling)

5. She built a fence.

Kh'anaxhan amtiyexh.
fence s/he made it

6. Twoyoung boys are standing there.
Daxhnaxh k'isani we 11 nakh.
two (humans) young boys there[located theyare standing
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7. The area under his nose is dry.
Du kh'aluyi uwas'uk.
his/her philtrum it is dry

(area under the nose)

8. The dog is sitting behind the house.
Hit k'iyi at a we ketl.
house bacl<at there s/he/it is sitting the dog

9. There is water in the pitcher.
Hin aka|wu we kh'atet.
water its surface is located the pitcher

10. l-le bought himself gum.
K'uxh' agamdi.u.
gum (pitch) s/he bought for herself/himself
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Sentences - ch and ch'

1. He hooked a halibut

ChatI amdzit'exh.
halibut s/he hooked it

2. The porcupine is climbing (walking up) the tree.
Xhafak'ach' as ka|xh ke nagut.
porcupine tree surface{along up s/he/it is going (walking)

3. The wolf is standing there.
we t han.Ghuch

wolf there \ located one is standing

4. Willows are growing.
Ch'at' ya kanas.en.
willows they are growing

5. The bald eagle is flying.
Ch'ak' ya ndakhm.
bald eagle it is flying

6. The grass is growing along there.
Chukwan we xh
grass there \ along

ya kanas.en.
it is growing
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7. She is wearing a white ribbon.
Diet ch'in ye aya.u.
white ribbon thus s/he is wearing

8. I see an arrow.

Chunet xhatm.
arrow I see it

9. The humpbacl< saimon is swimming aiong.
Chas' ya naltsis.
humpbacl< salmon is swimming along

10. The frog is sitting here.
Xixch he 11 a.
frog over here \ located s/he/it is sitting
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Sentences - tl and tl'

1. His finger is swollen.
Du trikh wudix'is.
his finger is swollen

2. He sees a small butterfly.
Ye kwsigenk'i tietu ayatm.
this small butterfly s/he sees it

3. The young girl is scared.
AkwdlixhitI' we shatk'.
s/he is scared the young girl

4. He drives to town all the time.

TIakw awe an|de nakhuxhch.
always it is town] to s/he drives (orgoes byboat)

5. She is picking strawberries.
Tl'atgikatleghu a.m.
strawberry s/he is picking

6. It rained on Monday.
Tlex' yagi ka sim dak wusitan.
on day on rain (falling down) (rain) is falling^
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7. The man is quiet. (The man is not tallying.)
Sh wudlik'atr we kha.
self quieted (stop talking) the man

8. He is cooking for his maternal aunt.
Du tiak'w xh'es at
his/her maternal aunt for the mouth

of things

9. Someone gave her a nice ring.
Tl'ikh Ika | kis kadan du
finger on bracelet nice his/her

10. She is eating raspberries.
TIakhwyadi axha.
raspberry s/he is eating it, them

'fCingitLiteracy Session - (February 2009 - Y14LC

sa.i.

s/he is cooking

ji 11 kamduwati.
possessedIto gave it

(small round object)
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Sentences - tr and f

1. The robin dug up a worm.
Tl'uk'xh ke akawaha we jakhkw.
worm up s/he/itdugit the robin

2. He bought a box of salt.
Khuk tu.et amsi.Ci.
box in. salt s/he bought it

3. She is sewing using a thimble.
Tl'ikhna.at tin dakhes'.
thimble with s/he is sewing

4. The man and woman are dancing.
We kha kha shawat has at'exh.
the man and woman they are dancing

5. A wart grew on her finger.
T'axh'w du tl'ikh ka kawa.a.
wart his/her finger on it grew

6. A shrew's tail is thin (skinny).
S'udin nt ye kwHsa.
shrew tail thus itissl<inny
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7. The young girl is scared.
Akwdlixhitr we shatk'.
s/he is scared this young girl

8. That is an aluminum bucket.

L'ex x'lsha awe.
aluminum budget it is

9. She put sugar on the strawberries.
Shuga axhude ye amsinl we tl'atgikatleghu.
sugar amongst them s/he put those strawberries

10. They pulled the boat up on the sand.
L'ew ka ke mduwayish we yakw.
sand on they pulled the boat
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Sentences - I' and s'

1. She has a new dress.

Yis t'ak du jlwu.
new dress his/her is in his/herpossession

2. He is hunting for groundhog.
S'axh kaxh at'un.

groundhog for s/he is hunting

3. She put on socl<s.
L'lx'wan xh'us 11 amdiyikh.
socks foot I(on)to s/he pulledit

4. He is walking among the jack pine trees.
L'al xhu Ixh ya nagut.
jackpine among \ through along s/he is walking

5. She lit a candle.

Turn s'lna a|t akamtigan.
tallow light it to s/he set fire

6. The tent is there, (situated, standing)
S'fsa hit we|t da.a.
canvas house there \ located is standing (sitting)
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7. The coho salmon have arrived here.

L'uk ke uwax'ak.
coho up (fish) have swum

8. He went beaver hunting / trapping.
S'igedi xhu | de wugut.
beaver among I to s/he went

9. You can see a sand bar in the river.

L'ew hin yfk|de duwatin.
sand river inside to it is visible

10. I see smoke.

S'ikh xhatm.
smoke I see
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Sentences - s' and ts'

1. Mypaternal uncle sewed a tent.
S'isa hit awakha
canxas house s/he sewed it

2. It's windy this morning.
Wuduwanuk ya ts'Citat.
it's windy, breezy this morning

3. She dug up (harvested) carrots.
S'ln ke akawaha.
carrots up s/he dug

axh
my

sani.

uncle (father's brother)

4. Fresh grown poplar leaves smell good.
Lits'a yis kawa.ayi dukh kayani.
it smells good new, fresh grown poplar leaves

5. He netted a ling cod.
S'axh' amdzighew.
ling cod s/he netted

6. She went up on the mountain for blueberries.
Sha ka | de wugut ts'ikaxhk'w kaxh.
mountain on j to s/he went lowbush blueberry for
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7. She made smoke under the fish.

S'ikh xhat tayi ye amsini .
smoke fish under (thus) s/he made it

8. \Ne saw a crow here this summer.

Yidat takw.iti ts'agwet ya|x' wutusitin.
now summer crow here I at we saw

9. He has a new cap on his head.
Yis s'axw sha|t adatin.
new hat, cap head \ on s/he has it (wearing it)

10. Those birds are hungry.
Has du Tt yan uwaha we ts'ats'i.
them in contact hunger came those small birds,

with song birds
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Sentences - ts and dz

1. It's good to see you again.
Yak'e ixhwsatini tsu.
good you I see again

2. She telephonedme earlier.
Dziyak awe axh
earlier, it is my
a while ago

J" t

possession \ to
xh'amditan.
s/he spoke

3. He put the ladder up against the cache.
Kayash ya|t ayamsitan we dzet.
platform, cache vertical face \ to s/he put it the ladder

4. He is chopping a sapling for a pole (forpushing a boat).
Tsagha yis as yadi as'uw.
pole for tree small, young s/he is chopping

5. He will fish for flounder by hook.
Dzanti kaxh akhghwast'exh.
fiouder for s/he will hool< fish

6. She saw a fur seal this summer.

Tsa amsitin yidat takw.iti.
seal s/he saw it now summer
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7. She cut the babiche lacing.
Dzas awaxash.
babiche lacing s/he cut it

8. The muskrat is sitting on a rock.
Te ka|t a we tsm.
rock on\ located s/he/itis sitting the muskrat

9. The fox is a fur-bearing animal.
Dzixhawu at awe naghas'e.
furry thing(s) it is fox

10. She will break a willow for a roasting stick.
TsTk yis ch'at' akhghwal'Tx'.
roasting stick for willow s/he willbreak
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Sentences - x' and xh'

1. The door is open.
Hede shutan
off to the side the end is situated

(it is open)

we xh'ahat.
the door

2. The boat is travelling towards that point of land.
Yut x'a niya|de ya nakhuxh we yakw.
wayover point direction] toward it is going along the boat
there (by boat)

3. That club is for fish.

Xhat yfs x'us'
fish for club

awe.

that is

4. She finished sewing the slippers.
Xh'an|guk tili yan awakha.

fire\ beside shoes finishing s/he sewed it

5. The man is carrying buckets.
X'Isha ya anat.at we kha.
bucket s/he is carrying them the man

6. She will pick rosehips.
Xh'wanet akhghwa.Tn.
rosehip s/he will pick them
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7. The man folded the blanket.

X'uw akamtik'wat' we kha.
blanket s/he folded it the man

We kha x'uw akamtik'wat'. (alternative)

8. The fire is smoking.
Yamtis'lkh we xh'an.
it is smol^ing the fire

9. She will read the book.

Akhghwatiw we x'ux'.
s/he will read the book

We x'ux' akhghwatiw. (alternative)

She will read a book, (or books)
X'ux' akhghwatiw.

10. The ptarmigan is sitting there.
Xh'es'awa we|t a.
ptarmigan there \located s/he/it is sitting
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Grammar and Vocabulary

Progressives

The progressive talks about:
o motion in progress, or
o actions viewed as motion, or
o transition between different states.

The progressive is formed by:
1) a proclitic (also called a preverb): ya, ye, ke
2) a prefix: na-
3) verb stem (usually has a special stem)

Examples of progressives:
ya nagut
ya nakhuxh
ya ndakhm

Compare progressives:
x'ax' ya anaxhen
s'm ya anaxhen

with present:
x'ax' axha

s'm axha

s/he's going (along) walking
s/he's going (along) by boat
it's flying (along)

s/he's going along eating an apple
s/he's going along eating a carrot

s/he's eating an apple
s/he's eating a carrot
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•
•

•

2 Further Examples of Progressives
A
W

• progressive:
• present:
•

ke nak'en

yak'e
it's getting better
it's good

•
• progressive:
J present:
A

ke khunas.at'

khusi.at'

it's getting cold
it's cold

^ progressive: sim dak nastan it's starting to rain
• past: Sim dak wusitan it's raining
^ (the thematic proclitic dak over-rides the progressive proclitic)
•

- «

# progressive:

• pasf;
A

ye andagan
amdigan

the sun is starting to shine
the sun is shining

W

J progressive:
• past:

chukwan ya kanas.en the grass is growing
chukwan kamsi.a the grass grew

•

• progressive:
• present:
•

dliy ya anas.m
dliy as.T

s/he is starting to cook meat
s/he is cooking meat

•
• progressive:
^ present:
m

xhat ya anasten
xhat astexh

s/he is starting to boil fish
s/he is boiling fish

0 progressive:
• present:

ke nasgwen
sigu

it's getting to be fun
it's fun, pleasant

? progressive:
• present:

axh tuwa ke nasgwen I'm starting to like it
axh tuwa sigu Hike it

•
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Stuwukha (Louis Shotridge) Vocabuiary
Louis Sliotridge studied with Franz Boas and compiled lists of Tlingit
words for food, fruit, vegetables, etc.

Examples:

apple

beans

red l^idney
beans

« /V n

xax

aguns

gwens

tsatgi kahagu

from Tlingit for crabapples
adapted from Englisti

descriptive "gopher
kidneys"

dried apricots shan gugu
dried peaches

'oldpeople's ears'

corn

sugar

pepper

curry powder

shan uxhu

shuga
tinukdzi I'ew

'oldpeople's teeth'

adapted from English
"sweet sand"

si.ax'u.at "sour stuff"

tuxh'wans'i nakw "pellet medicine"

xhat an dus.i at "something you cook
fish with"
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Shotridge Vocabulary (cont)

baking powder ke kdakhachji at "something that rises'

bread, flour

alcohol

sakwnen

naw

comes from Chinool<

Jargon
sapolil -• sablil

Chinook Jargon
lam —• rhum

axh da ya khughatch
Iget dizzy, disoriented,
"wobbly"

Miscellaneous Grammatical Notes

yat a
het a

/V 1 yv

wet a
/V I yv

yut a

/fs s/ff/ngr /7ere
/f's sitting over here
it's sitting there
it's sitting way over there
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Miscellaneous Vocabulary

1. ya khlna.en

2. we Ide duwatTn
there \ to it is visible

3. yis t'ak

4. tiagu t'agi

5. ch'agu t'agf

6. sakwnen

sakwnen iwu

sakwnen kaxuk

7. tsu

xhat tsu

8. axh jit
axh in yu xh'amti.at
me with s/he spoke (together)

9. t'Tsh

t'Tsh suxdi, t'Tsh saxwdi

10. yis
yes

a yis

it is getting to be dawn

it is visible there

new dress

old dress

old-timey dress

bannocl<

bread ("cooked bannock")
flour ("dry bannock")

again
me too (also, too)

to me (to my possession)
she spoke with me

frame (made of poles)
frame pole

new

fall time

for it (for that purpose)
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Miscellaneous Vocabulary (cont)

11. takw

Iti

takw.iti

12. dzas axash

13. xh'an

x'an

a x'an

14. x'ant uwanuk

x'an aya.u

13. tl'atgi Ika Itieghu
ground on \berry (possessed)

14. dexh

daxhnaxh

15. awa.u

agamdi.u

16. amtiyexh
agamdiiyexh

winter

after

summer

s/he is cutting babiche

fire

anger

the point of it

s/he is angry
s/he has anger

Strawberry

two (for objects)
two (for humans)

s/he bought it
s/he bought it for herself/himself

s/he made it

s/he made it for herself/himself
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Miscellaneous Sentences

1. She went to the phone.
Kaxis' xh'e|t uwagut. (Bessie)
wire mouth to s/he went

2. He called on the phone.
KaxTs' tu Inaxh
wire inside through

hat xh'amditan. (Mamie)
here s/he spo/ce

You are wanted on the phone.
KaxTs' xh'e | de iduxhuxh.
wire mouth | toward youare beingcalled

4. She ate with me (from my food, at my table).
Axh xh'e|daxh at uwaxha.
my mouth from s/he ate

5. Thank you for the meal.
Gunatchish i xh'e|daxh at xhwaxhayi.
thank you your mouth from thing(s) that I ate
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Examples of Tone Variation in Possessed and Postposition

1. x'lsha

axh x'lshayi
axh x'lshayi

2. dana

axh danayi

3. ghata
axh ghatayi
axh ghatayi ^

axh tayi
axh tayi
axh tayi

sha|xh amditi
head \ down over

axh shaxh awati

axh sha

bucket

my bucket

money

my money

trap
my trap

my garden
my fat
under me

he put it on his head

he put it on my head
my head
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